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Introduction to Open Access 
The What, How, and Why of OA










"By 'open access' to this literature, free 
availability on the public internet, permitting…to 
read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or 
link to the full texts of these articles, crawl them 
for indexing, pass them as data to software, or 
use them for any other lawful purpose, without 
financial, legal, or technical barriers.” 
BOAI, 2002
“Open-access (OA) literature is digital, online, free of 




How does OA happen? 
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Function of repository is to make scholarship available-
more access, to more readers, openly, 
and to preserve it. 
Institutional Repositories=
Scholarship of Institutional affiliates
Subjects range widely
Subject/Disciplinary Repositories=
Scholarship of specific subjects
Authors across globe
SURFACE Syracuse University OA IR
PubMedCentral
Humanities Commons














Supports the author & access.
Publish + Deposit.
Authors have choice and voice.
Readers do too.
And so?
Why is OA important?
Definition of Scholarly Literature 
Economics
1987-2003 Prices of journal subscriptions rose 300%
-Bergstrom & Bergstrom, PNAS


























100 % Access to Information
Economics   
Improve Access
Improve Options and broadens choice
Accelerates Development 
of Technology and Medicine, and Innovation
Increases Visibility
Broadens Community
More Access, Reach, Rights, Choice.
And
Thank you
Amanda Page
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